
Sl Technical Queries from Bidders OPGC Clarification
1 Is Date Migration from Oracle cloud US server to Oracle India? Yes

2 How many document attachments currently in Unifier which we need to migrate? Approx 1 lakh records (60% of records 
having attachements )

3 Will Oracle provide a database dump? Please clarify with Oracle directly

4 How many users were you using in your Partner’s cloud environment? We are not using Partner’s  cloud 
environment for our projects

5 Was it hosted on Oracle cloud? Yes

6 Was the instance used exclusively by OPGC? Or it has other customer’s data too 
Original contract for Unifier between AES and 
Oracle America and OPGC is using only 
limited projects shells for their Projects 

7 Currently Oracle Primavera Unifier Cloud subscription hosting is not available in India. Can we propose Oracle
Primavera Unifier On premise license to satisfy the condition of data to be moved to India ? Please clarify with Oracle directly

8 Can OPGC provide the list of processes configured in current AES setup ? OPGC using only 4 nos. business process for 
their projects

9 Are there any customization done on the current setup that needs to be migrated as well ? Yes

10 Admin access should be provided to Oracle Unifier America environment to export the data, Will the access be
provided? Yes 

11 Only 4 Business Process are considered the for the data migration. Yes

12 Are the 10 reports already configured in the Oracle Unifier America environment? And the scope only talks
abouts migrating them to new Environment? Yes

13 Explain in detail regarding the Project Document and Security?
Project document which are needs to be 
migrated and security of OPGC confidential 
data in Unifier 

14 Are the users already configured in the Partner environment, and User and User groups already exist? No
15 Whether the design documentation available and will it be shared with us during the implementation? Yes 
16 Will the Partners allow to export the project and other template from the existing environment? Yes

17
Apart from Project details, 4 Business Process, and 100000 records of the business process records and 
reports are there any other details that need to be migrated kindly list any other details that are not 
mentioned above?

No additional details  available  

18
Due to COVID 19 situation and lockdown conditions we request you to accept our queries and Tender through 
Online medium instead of Hard copy submission and  due to sudden lockdowns further extend the date of 
submission by at least 15 days.
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